Triassic Terror is an exciting tactical game for 2 to 6 players. Starting with just one herd in the steamy Triassic Swamp, players must make wise choices to grow new herds and guide their migration across the four pre-historic landscapes. This Primeval world is full of danger, with the mighty T-Rex, marauding Velociraptors and swooping Pterodactyls looking to reduce the size of your herds. Jurassic and Cretaceous Volcanoes fill this violent world with ash and dust and devastate the terrain. The player best managing his herds and dominating not only local habitats, but entire environments, will win this challenging game.

Target Audience:
- Casual to serious gamers
- Game, hobby, book, museum and gift store patrons

Core Mechanics:
- A challenging game of area control with a bit of luck
- Develops decision making, advanced planning, flexibility, and memory skills

Game Components:
- Prehistoric Island Game Board
- 6 each of Player Dinosaurs + T-Rexes + Scoring Markers
- 1 Game T-Rex + 2 Velociraptors
- 1 Pterodactyl Token
- 1 Turn + 1 Start Player Marker
- 12 Volcano + 12 Hatch Counters
- 1 Set Up and 3 Player Aid Charts
- 120 Wooden Dino Meeples
- 78 3-Dino discs
- 6 Action Tiles
- 28 Environment Cards
- 1 Rulebook

Players: 2 - 6 players
Playing time: 90 - 120 minutes
Age: 14 and up
Case size: 6 (4.1# or 1860 grams/game)
Product Code: 101407N
UPC: 609456646697
Size: 14.75” x 10.75” x 3.25”
MSRP: $74.99